REAFFIRMS OLD LAW

[Text content related to the old law on...]

MOTHERS HONORED

[Text content related to mothers being honored...]

PEACE HALL COMMIONS—In this building food is served. The food is served and supervised by two women who earn their living at it. They are commonly known as the Beloved. The food is simple and inexpensive. If the tea is weak on Friday and Saturday it is because no bags are changed on Sunday. Friday night Kegging starts early. Other nights either: jellied beef, Mashed Turnips, grits, vegetables (green or corn), and, as a special treat, Wos. A word of warning: be careful of the boys who are drunk and blab the women’s names, lady’s legs, and herman’s wing.

VILLAGE INN—After one or two hours of talking and drinking we are expected to the Village Inn. The YJ is ready when the Cornus falls through.